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The next meeting of the Melbourne Branch will be held at the offices

of the Australian Insurance Employees* Union, I05 Queens St., Melbourne
on TUESDAY 16th FEBRUARY. 1982. at 7.45 pm.

Mr. Ralph Gibson will be the guest speaker. His topic will be
"Memories of the Victorian Council against War and Fascism".

In recent issues of the journal of our Society "Labour History , there
have been articles discussing the peace movement of the Thirties.
In Issue No. 38 there was one by David Rose and a second by Len Fox was
in Issue No. 39.

Ralph Gibson and his wife, the late Dorothy Gibson were among the
most capable and tiieless workers in the movement against war and
fascism.

His talk should clarify some of the issues raised in these articles.
Subscrioticms Due for Membership

All membership subscriptions for the Society for the Study of

Labour History and for the Recorder, fall due on 1st January, 1982.
Please forward subscriptions of $2.00 annually to the Treasurer,
Mr. Tom Audley,

9 Sharpe Street,
Northcote,

307®

Tom Audley - His 90 Years is Celebrated

Tom Audleyrrcached the notable age of 90 years on 3rd January, 1982.
To celebrate this feat and to pay tribute to Tom's work for the

Society and the Labour Movement, representatives of the local A.L.P.
branches, the International Bookshop, the Society for the Study of
Labour History, joined with Tom's family to hold a function in his honor.
The commemorative gathering was held in the Mayoral Room of the

Northcote Town Hall. Peter and Sue Love acted as hoSt and hostess for
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the festivity.
Mr. Sajn Meffifield told of Tom's early membership of radical
organizations in the 1920*s and then of his work as Treasurer of the

Socaety for nearly 20 years.

Mr. Frank Wilkes, M.L.A., and member for Northcote, gave an account
of Tom's day-to-day work in the Labour Psirtyr also of his tribulations
during the split in the A.L.P. in the 1950's.

Peter Love described Tom's work in the early days of the Wages
Board system when he represented the Shop Assistants' on the Wages Board
Peter read a letter from Mr. J. Maher, Secretary of the Shop
Assistants', eulogizing Tom's long membership of his Union and efforts
on behalf of his fellow workers.

Aided by song, refreshments and beverages of all types, Tom's
longevity was cheerd by all.

Death of Mrs. Edith Taylor

One of our oldest members, Mrs. Edith Taylor, has died.

She was 87 years of age. Mrs. Taylor was a member of the Society since
its inception. She was a regular attender at meetings of the Society
up to a few months before her fatal illness.

She enjoyed joining in

on discussions on events, of the thirties and forties,
Wendy Lowenstein's oral history of the thirties, "Weevils in

the Flour", has a contribution by Mrs. Taylor describing her life as
a mother and wife in the Depression.
Her daughter, Audrey, conducted the funeral service, and
ex-Senator Jean Melzer and Ralph Gibson paid tributes to her work for

the Labour Movement and to her quality of life.
The service was widely attended.

International Bookshop

Our history of the International Bookshop coincided with the

publication in the "Age - Weekender" of a round-up of specialized
bookshops in Melbourne,

In this round-up the Bookshop makes the claim that it has the
widest range of political, historical and feminist books in Australia.
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If readers want to receive a copy of their booknews which at

regular intervals gives a list of their recent acquisitions, they
should forward or 'phone names and addresses to the Manager,
David Hudson,

International Bookshop,
17 Elizabeth. Street,.

Melbourne. 3000

('Phone (03) 61 2859).

IRISH POLTTICS IN AUSTRALIA (by John Arrowsmith)

(Continuation of article in "Recorder" No. 113)
The death in Brixton Jail of Terence McSwiney (Lord Mayor of Cork)
on October 25. 1920, after a 7^ day hunger strike, lead to 2 debates
in the Australian Parliament and touched off a unique and little known
historical event - the first and only expulsion of a Member from the
Federal Parliament.

McSwiney had lived in Melbourne as a boy and had relatives living
in the city at the t|.me of his death.

•'McSwiney (who like Bobby Sands was a member of Parliament) was
first arrested in 1916 and deported to England. He was released after
some months, hut over the next h years was re-arrested several times
and served periods in Wakefield Prison.
He was never brought to trial on any charge.

Among those who supported him in Australia was Hugh Mahon (MHR for
Kalgoorlie) who had been active in Irish politics before coming to
Australia in 1882 at the age of 25.

Mahon took part in the campaign to prevent the deportation of

Catholic priest Farther Jerger and was on friendly terms with Dr. Mannix
He was no stranger to Australian politics, having been elected to
the first Federal Parliament in 1901. He was a minister in 3 Labour

Governments: Watson (1904) Fisher (1908) and Fisher-Hughes (19l'+-l6).
He broke with Hughes over the conscription issue and lost his seat
to a Hughes National candidate in 191? Lut won it back in 1919.
On November 5, 1920 he moved the adjournment of the House of

Representatives to discuss a definite matter of urgent public
importance:
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"The effect on Australian relations with Great '^Britain of the

action of that country's Government in connection with the death of
the Late Lord Mayor of Cork",

Mahon, in opening the debate said: "The people of Australia,

having taken part in the war, and thus having shown their desire for
the liberty of small nations and for the triumph of democracy, must be
taken as cordially favouring the removal of the grievances of Ireland".
In support of his view Mahon quoted from a letter written to the
"Times" (London) by a former Governor General of Australia (Lord Denman)
in which he wrote:

"If not too late, tie Lord Mayor of Cork should be released
immediately.

"His death in prison will probably defer hope of Irish settlement

for many years and will have serious consequences in the selfgoverning dominions".

In reply to an interjection from a Government member Mahon said:
"The Honorable member, should know that there are no policemen in Ireland.

Ther^ are spies» there are agent provocateurs for a foreign Government,
but there are no men who at any time perform purely police duties as
understood in Australia".

Prime Minister Hughes was the first speaker in opposition. He
questioned the motives behind the motion and took Mahon to task over
his reference to Britain as a "foreign country".

"If it were" he said, "very few Honorable Members opposite

(referring to Labor members) would have a right to be here at all, because
they would not then be naturalised".
He went on to say: "I do not believe that the English can ever

govern Ireland properly.

The English do not understand the Celts, and

I have never hesitated to tell them that, but I shall not stand quiet

while certain people seek to establish a republic within gunfire of the
English coast and thus aim a blow at the very heart of the Empire".
Mr. Frank Tudor (MHR Yarra), leader of the ALP opposition, said he
believed the House should discuss the issue. He said: "As a Parliament

representing one of the self-governing Dominions we have a right to
express our opinion on the matter".
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He took strong exception to Hughes' statement about naturalisation
of ALP members of the House.

The debate lasted lesS than one hour.

The "gag" was moved and

the motion was defeated 30 votes to 17 in favour.

On Sunday afternoon November 7, 1920 a crowd estimated at between

3,000 to 5,000 gathered for a public meeting in the Richmond Reserve
organised by the "Irish - Ireland League of Victoria". Mahon was the
Chairman. Four Labor MHR's (including Tudor) and Prendergast (MLA,
Victoria) spoke.

Next day the "Argus" reported the meeting and quoted Mahon's
remarks. "Never in Russia under the worst ruler of the Czars had there
been such an infamous murder as that of the later Alderman McSwiney,
he said.

He said the sobs of his widow over the coffin would "if there was

a just God in heaven reach round the world and one day would shake the
foundations of this bloody and accursed Empire".

He repeated his claim made in Parliament that there were no police
in Ireland and said he read with delight "that some of these murdering

thugs had been sent'to their account, and he trusted that Ireland would
not be profaned by their carcasses".

The meeting carried a resolution which extended sympathy to .the
relatives of McSwiney "brutally done to death by the Lloyd George
Government" and in view of the "oppression by the English Government

in Ireland, which has brought eternal disgrace upon the whole British

Empire "pledges its support to any movement for the establishment of an
Australian Republic".

The scene then moved back to the House of Representatives, where,

on November 9, 1920, Hughes read to the House the "Argus" report and

quoted from the resolution carried at the meeting.
He concluded by saying: "I ask you Mr. Speaker, whether I may ask
the Honorable member whether the report I have just read is substantially
correct?".

Mahon in reply said: "I have never during your occupancy of the
Chair, Mr. Speaker, been found by you to be acting in disobedience of
the rules or in showing disrespect to your office".

He defended his right to say what he wished ou1;side the House
with these words: "For anything I say inside the Chamber, I am
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responsible to you Mr. Speaker, and to the House.' There is a law of
the country to call me to account for anything I might say outside the
House.

Therefore, if any man gets up here to catechise me about language
I have used, or am reported to have u»ed, outside this House, I say to

him politely, but firmly and decisively that he can go to the devil".
Hughes interjected "Then we are to take it that the report is
correct?"

Mahon then said: "You are not to take anything of the kind."

Next day Hughes called a meeting of his supporters in Parliament
where it was decided to propose that Mahon be expelled. Hughes drafted
a letter to Mahon informing him of his intention to propose this course
in the House on 11/11/20.

The House was crowded (many were unable to be admitted) and the

atmosphere quite electric when Hughes rose at 2.^3 p.m. to propose the
House adopt this motion.

v"That, in the opinion of this House the Honorable member for

Kalgoorlie, the Hon.'Hugh Mahon, having by seditious and disloyal
utterances at a public meeting on Sunday last seen guilty of conduct

unfitting him to remain a member of this House, and inconsistent with
the oath of allegiance which he has taken as a member of this House,
be expelled from this House".

■In support Hughes repeated much of what he had said at previous
sittings. Mahon was not present. He said an accident prevented his
attendance. Hughes read a letter from him in which Mahon said the
"Argus" report was incomplete some passages were garbled and divorced
from what preceded them he said:

"No one knows better than you do that to fairly judge a speech or

an article you must read it in its entirety. If so read no impartial
person will pronounce my speech to be either seditious or disloyal".
He went on to say the parts not reported were:

"I pointed out (1) that the best friends of the Empire were those
working for peaceful recognition of Ireland's rights; its worst friends
those who relied on the rule of force in Ireland and (2) that England's
future is best assured by such a settlement as will obliterate the'

ilv.'
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bitter memories of the past and enable the two nations to develop a

-lf3,ndly relationsjiip ,.w}^ich time mjght ce^ept, in.la, 21-. Cirm an<i, haPPy. •...
alliance."

Regretting that he was unable to make a statement in person Mahon

concluded his letter: "But really do you seriously think it would make
anj' difference?

"If, as reported your Caucus has already decreed my expulsion,
then if one spoke with the tongue of an angel he would not alter in one
iota their clandestine decree."

Tudor proposed an amendment which said that as the allegations
against Mahon;

* do not concern his conduct in Parliament or the discipline or
Parliament.

* Parliament is not a proper tribunal to try a charge of sedition

arising from the exercise of civilian rights of free speech.
* That the Judicature is especially established to bring any
persan to public trial.
* That every citizen so charged has the right to a public trial

by jury.

The debate proceeded to 4-.^8 on the morning of 12 November when

the amendment was defeatW and the expulsion motion carried by 3^
'"Wte's'td"!?'.

. - .V. . -

• There have been cases of expulsion from the Victorian Parliament

but Mahon remains the only Member to suffer that fate in the 80 year
history of the Federal Parliament.
What was the motive behind Hughes' action?

In her

biography of

Hughes "Little Digger" (1979) 0 L.F. Fitzhardinge suggests that he
acted to placate ultra protestant sections of his supporters "the

element in his ov/n party that was most distrustful of him" and that
he was looking ahead to winning the by-election for the state of
Kalgoorlie, "perhaps the only one in Australia that, if it fell vacant

might be won by National Labor (Hughes own party) as in fact it was,
thus increasing not only the shaky majority of the Government in the

House, but Hughes's personal following within the Party".
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ADDRESS GIVEN BY JACK MORRISON on the occasion of his retirement from
The International Bookshop Pty. Ltd.

(Continued from Recorder No. 113)
Advertisements in the Party press and the Melbourne University magazine

"Farago", brought impoverished medical students and booklovers to the
old shop, and I am told that within a'-week the whole donation of books
were sold and George had a "Bank" from v/hich to finance the first stock
of books from overseas, mainly from the firm of Lawrence and Wishart
the London publishers of Marxist-Leninist literature.
Just before this time International Publishers in Moscow was

established from whom a wide range of books and magazines were imported,
and from the long established frim of Charles Kerr & Co., of Chicago

who published the works of Marx and Engels and other giants of radical
thought.

At this stage I would like to mention that Mr. Isaac Gust had
already been importing papers, magazines and books directly from the
Soviet Union, and after some time (and I believe warm debate between

George and Mr. Gust) International Bookshop added these lines to its
other business.

Those were days of great mass political activity in which the
Communist Party grew in numbers and experience and the bookshop kept

pace with the widening needs of a growing politically conscious working
class.

(I will not dwell on this, but will instead use my book-selling

inclination to urge you to buy Ralph Gibson's book "My Years in the

Communist Party" for the history of the 35 years from 1930 to 1965.
Here I must pay tribute for the very find job he did of getting
the Bookshop on a solid if modest beginning. He had not had previous
experience in bookselling and book-keeping. But when I joined the
staff in 1936 the bookshop was on a sound foundation with quite a

good stock of boQks and general political literature, although compared
with other Melbourne bookshops still on a very modest budget.

He took for himself but a few shillings a week.

In 1938 he handed pver

the management to me, and having come into a modest legacy from his
mother's estate returned to England to visit relatives and friends.
When he returned a yesir later he took over the book-keeping, a task
he carried out meticulously and which he carried out until his
retirement.
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Mention, too, must be made of George's first assistant. Bill

Murphy (known to everyone as "Murph"). Like many others he had been
on the dole foi?$rears, and came to the shop on a part-time basis for
a start, while by some means still drawing the dole for some time, plus

receiving 10/- a week from the shop. ^Both George and "Murph" lived in
rooms above the shop, the Party meanwhile having moved to premises
in Russell Street. The bookshop was still no "Eldorado", much less
a "Poseidon".

George and "M\irph" were bachelors, but I was married with 2 young
children, so I got the munificent sum of £2.10s. per week.
The shop rent was 25/- per week. By this time the business was

expanding and gradually wages were increased over the years until the
staff were being paid the base rate for the trade. Today all staff
get full award wages, with female staff receiving the full male wage
rate, the first bookshop in Melbourne to do so, and as far as we know
the only one.

In the brochure that was sent to you advertising this evening's

function, it is stated that during the war years we were subjected
to considerable police interference. Actually, this was not so.
We were visited only once in the early days of the war by members of

the political squad. I .was out that afternoon, and when I returned
George and "Murph" told me the story of the visit. Birch, the head of
the squad, produced a warrant to search the shop and seize certain
literature, but about which he seemed very uncertain. Howevery they
borrowed a couple of old suitcases and filled them with such obviously

dangerous literature as the "Manifesto of the Communist Party", Lenin's
"State and Revolution" and a few papers and pamphlets mostly from the
shop window.

Birch said to Georget "Have you more literature anywhere?

George replied that books were stored upstairs; so Ihe police went up
to take what was there. But when they saw a big stack of books and

pamphlets neatly wrapped and stacked and weighing anything up to a
ton in weight. Birch saidt "Oh, we can't take all that; leave it as it
is and we will come back tomorrow with a truck", warning George and

"Murph" not to remove anything. That evening "Murph" and I filled

2 great suitcases with all the major works of Marx and Lenin, and
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after dark that evening I lugged them to a friend's business premises
in Bourke Street, and as many parcels as could be surreptiously taken
there also during that evening.
However, that was the last we hesird from the authorities, until

some months later a Major Brown from Army Intelligence rang one day

to have someone call at his office ar^d that we could have back the
seized literature.

The only other interference we had came from H.M.Customs who

had not been properly briefed about the ban on the importation of
Lenin's "State and Revolution" having been lifted from the banned list
some years previously, to say that a consignment of this work from
London had been seized.

We quickly presented the files on Anti-Book

Banning and with a word from Brian Fitzpatrick were informed that a
grave error had been committed.

We have had no such worries since that

time, not even from "Ban Burchett" Gortonl

Shortly after this incident we moved into a larger shop next door,

at 180 Exhibition Street, as the former premises could no longer serve

our jpurposes. There|we were able to set up a large, well-lighted
bookshop with a large window for display. Some changes were made in
staffing and we got our first female assistant. Miss Elsie Connolly,

whc was,with us for 7 years and who proved most capable in every way.
With the exception I'of George Ireland, Bill Miirphy, myself and
Fred Lester, who is now the sole male in the establishment, the rest

of our staff over the years have been women of varying ages, and with
one exception all proved competent at whatever was their particular
job.

With the great changes taking place in Melbourne the Bookshop

found itself out of Exhibition Street, and for a time had premises
just around the corner in Lt. Bourke Street, and until further
demolitions brought us to our present address in Elizabeth Street where

we have been for the past 7 or 8 years.

Each move has brought

expansion of the work of the Bookshop, and today we have quite good
premises as far as convenience and transport go. Still we are somewhat
crowded by the necessity to widen our range of stock, both
qualitatively and quantitatively.
In the course of the 37 years the Bookshop's service to the
broad labour movement has been of estimable value in political education,
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Thousands of workers, students and people from all walks of life
have been its customers, many for half a lifetime. And how

gratifying it has been over the last few years for some young woman

or man. and also teenage folk have said to me. "You know my father/
mother", as the case may he. and then_,they tell me who they are and
that they are now carrying on, sometimes along-side parento, or in
the case of older ones who have married, that they are following in
their parents' footsteps - in several cases there are the grand
children of our first customers who are today our very best customers,
taking their places in the struggles of their time, as did their

parents and grandparents in times somewhat different to those of
today, but with basically the same object to change the world we live
in.

VICTORIAN SOCIALIST PARTY (by R. Curlewis)

(A Report of the Half-Yearly Meeting- 1st September, 1920).
Notice of motion4 Cde. Maruschak gave notice that a special meeting
to be decided on,*he would move the following resolution:
Objects

1) Immediate Object - Dictatorship of the Proletariat based on
a system of Workmen's Councils.

2) Further Object - Socialism: the common ownership and democratic
control of the means of wealth-production.

3) Ultimate Object - Com.munism: a social order, wherein the motto
shall be "From each according to his faculties, to each according to
his needs".
Platform

1) Education - The Victorian Socialist Party will impart to the
workers a knowledge of the essentials of Marxism, as laid down in the
works of Marx and Engels, and will, from the Marxist standpoint,
mercilessly criticise the fallacies and capitalist affinities of other
thought systems, including reformist socialism, rationalism, etc. ^
2) Parliamentarism - the Victorian Socialist Party will participate
in election campaigns and parliamentary action only for the purpose of

\
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revolutionary propaganda. It will make use at appropriate times of the

policy of boycotting the elections, especially when the elections would
be a diversion from the mass action of the workers.

The V.S.P. will maintain an attitude of uncompromising hostility towards

not only avowedly capitalist political parties, but also allegedly
Labor parties, such as the Australian Labor Party, which represents
the interests of the petty bourgeoisie and the so-called aristocracy
of labor as against those of the mass of the workers.

3) Industrial Unionism - Industrial unionism is potentially a
factor, both in the revolutionary struggle for power and in the
socialist reconstruction of society. The Victorian Socialist Party,

therefore, propagandises Industrial Unionism as against the prevailing
Craft Unionism, and will actively assist the developing of the One

Big Union movement in its struggle against the reactionary bureaucracy
of the Craft Unions.

4) Mass Action - the V.S.P. will strive to develon political

significances in mass strikes and other forms of proletarian mass

action, this action |thereby bringing pressure to bear against the
bourgeois State. It will strive, further, to give such action
revolutionary direction, and to lead the workers to that revolutionary
mass action by v/hich they shall conquer the State power" and organised
in Soviets, shall establish the dictatorship of the proletariat.

5) Dictatorship of Vne Proletariat - The form of the working class
government which must accompany the proletarian revolution is the
dictatorship of the proletariat. It is this which breaks the power of
the capitalists and inaugurates Socialism. In standing unreservedly
for the dictatorship of the proletariat and for the Soviets or
Workmens' Councils as its mechanism, the Victorian Socialist Party

definitely repudiates the Second or Yellow International, and aligns
itself whole-heartedly with the Third or Red International.
(TO BE CONTINUED)
Lloyd Edmonds,
93 Robert Street,

Essendon

Vic. 3U^0

